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Why I chose Wesleyan:
The question "Why Wes?" is a question that many ask and one that yields a surplus of answers. One of the main reasons I chose Wesleyan was because of the diverted campus that exists at Wesleyan which allows for students to exist as individuals. By a diverse campus and existing as an individual, I mean an environment in which an athlete can double major in a science and a humanities and still be seen as just themselves a campus in which you cannot define what a "typical" Wesleyan student is because there is no one specific student.

Academic Interests: Psychology and Theater

Favorite class at Wes:
My favorite class at Wes thus far would have to have been my Social Psychology cours that I studied last year. Exploring the social behavior of individuals and understanding the reasons why individuals behave the way they do in certain situations.

Current Classes:
- Cognitive Neuroscience
- Media for Performance
- Theater Department Show (Summertime)
- Survey of African-American Theater (TA)

Why I want to be a tour guide:
I want to be a tour guide because I enjoy giving others my perspective of Wesleyan. Throughout high school I was heavily involved in my admissions club, constantly motivated to help students have a small snapshot of my experience at my school. Now being at Wesleyan, I have the ability to continue giving small snapshots of MY Wesleyan experience to people.

Outside the Classroom:

Extracurriculars:
WSA - Community Committee Chair
WesDEFs
Invisible Men
Second Shades
Senior Interviewer

Favorite Activity at Wes:
My favorite activity at Wes has to be the silent rave. Being able to participate in it as an organizer and member has brought me the most joy on campus. Seeing everyone dressed up in their craziest outfits and jamming out with their headphones on. You could say it's the most wonderful time of the year.

Favorite movie(s):
Lion King

Favorite song:
Pusha Man/Paranoid by Chance the Rapper

Fun Fact:
I was a diamond dealer escort one summer